CRYSTAL French Vanilla as Distinctive as the latest Parisian Modes

You have not tasted the ultimate in ice cream flavor, goodness and purity unless you have eaten Crystal French Vanilla.

It is as distinctive as the latest style creation by Worth, the newest Coty perfume, or the supreme creation of some famous French chef.

It owes its remarkable qualities to extreme simplicity. It is made of the same ingredients every housewife uses in her kitchen—pure, sweet cream; sparkling sugar; imported French vanilla flavor, and other elements all mixed and compounded with laboratory exactness.

Crystal Vanilla possesses a crystal-clear flavor of its own—an inimitable SOMETHING that sets it apart among frozen desserts.

Order a quart from you nearest Crystal dealer—today.
    Served at your Favorite Soda Fountain.

On Sale at all Good Drug Stores and Confectioners

CRYSTAL ICE CREAM